Low-dimensional narrow bandgap III-V semiconductors are key building blocks for the next generation of high-performance nano-electronics, nano-photonics and quantum devices. To realize these various applications, it requires an efficient methodology that enables the material dimensional control during the synthesis process and the mass production of these materials with perfect crystallinity, reproducibility, low cost and outstanding optoelectronic properties. However, despite advances in one-and two-dimensional narrow bandgap III-V semiconductors synthesis, the progress towards reliable methods that can satisfy all of these requirements has been limited. Here, we demonstrate an approach that provides a precise control of the dimension of InAs from one-dimensional nanowires to wafer-scale free-standing two-dimensional nanosheets, which have a high degree of crystallinity and outstanding electrical and optical properties, using molecular-beam epitaxy by controlling catalyst alloy segregation. In our approach, two-dimensional InAs nanosheets can be obtained directly from one-dimensional InAs nanowires by silver-indium alloy segregation, which is much easier than all previously reported method, such as traditional buffering technique and select area epitaxial growth. Detailed transmission electron microscopy investigations provide a solid evidence that the catalyst alloy segregation is the origination of the InAs dimensional transformation from one-dimensional nanowires to two-dimensional nanosheets, and even to three-dimensional complex crosses. Using this method, we find that the wafer-scale free-standing InAs nanosheets can be grown on various substrates including Si, MgO, sapphire and GaAs etc. The InAs nanosheets grown at high temperature are pure phase single crystals and have a high electron mobility and a long time-resolved THz kinetics lifetime. Our work will open up a conceptually new and general technology route toward the effective controlling the dimension of the low-dimensional III-V semiconductors. It may also enable the low-cost fabrication of free-standing nanosheet-based devices on an industrial scale.
Low-dimensional narrow bandgap III-V semiconductors are key building blocks for the next generation of high-performance nano-electronics, nano-photonics and quantum devices. To realize these various applications, it requires an efficient methodology that enables the material dimensional control during the synthesis process and the mass production of these materials with perfect crystallinity, reproducibility, low cost and outstanding optoelectronic properties. However, despite advances in one-and two-dimensional narrow bandgap III-V semiconductors synthesis, the progress towards reliable methods that can satisfy all of these requirements has been limited. Here, we demonstrate an approach that provides a precise control of the dimension of InAs from one-dimensional nanowires to wafer-scale free-standing two-dimensional nanosheets, which have a high degree of crystallinity and outstanding electrical and optical properties, using molecular-beam epitaxy by controlling catalyst alloy segregation. In our approach, two-dimensional InAs nanosheets can be obtained directly from one-dimensional InAs nanowires by silver-indium alloy segregation, which is much easier than all previously reported method, such as traditional buffering technique and select area epitaxial growth. Detailed transmission electron microscopy investigations provide a solid evidence that the catalyst alloy segregation is the origination of the InAs dimensional transformation from one-dimensional nanowires to two-dimensional nanosheets, and even to three-dimensional complex crosses. Using this method, we find that the wafer-scale free-standing InAs nanosheets can be grown on various substrates including Si, MgO, sapphire and GaAs etc. The InAs nanosheets grown at high temperature are pure phase single crystals and have a high electron mobility and a long time-resolved THz kinetics lifetime. Our work will open up a conceptually new and general technology route toward the effective controlling the dimension of the low-dimensional III-V semiconductors. It may also enable the low-cost fabrication of free-standing nanosheet-based devices on an industrial scale.
Low-dimensional narrow bandgap III-V semiconductor InAs is an ideal material for applications in high-speed and low-power electronics, infrared optoelectronics and quantum-transport studies since it exhibits high electron mobility, narrow bandgap and strong spin-orbit coupling [1] [2] [3] . For example, the well-grown one-dimensional (1-D) InAs nanowires have been used to fabricate single-electron transistors, resonant tunneling diodes and ballistic transistors [4] [5] [6] . Recently, it has also been successfully used to detect the Majorana fermions in tunable semiconductor/superconductor hybrid devices [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In contrast to 1-D InAs nanowires, free-standing InAs nanosheets present another class of two-dimensional (2-D) material, where the band structure can be precisely tuned from bulk to 2-D by changing the thickness 12 . Its structural configuration also enables the direct contact of the active semiconductor layer with the gate stack, which is essential for enabling high-performance devices 13 . Very recently, 2-D InAs also shows great prospect in braiding or interferometric measurement on topological quantum computing 14 . All these applications require a high degree of InAs growth control on its morphology and especially dimension. Conventionally, a complex buffer layer engineering was used to grow 2-D InAs structures. Several reports have also been published on obtaining the 2-D InAs membranes and nanoleaves by modified epitaxial transfer scheme 12, 15 , select area epitaxial growth 16 and mirror-twin induced method 17 . However, the ability of these techniques to realize wafer-scale growth and well-controlled dimension modulation remains limited.
Here, we report a general method for growth of wafer-scale free-standing 2-D InAs nanosheets with controllable nanoscale dimensions, a high degree of crystallinity and outstanding electrical and optical properties using molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) by catalyst alloy segregation. Our 2-D InAs nanosheets can be obtained directly from 1-D InAs nanowires by silver-indium alloy segregation, which is without any buffering technique and much easier than all previously reported method. The wafer-scale free-standing InAs nanosheets can be grown on various substrates including Si, MgO, sapphire and GaAs etc. The InAs nanosheets grown at high temperature are pure phase single crystals and have a high electron mobility and a long time-resolved THz kinetics lifetime. The growth method presented here not only provides a general and conceptually new approach for controlling the dimension of the low-dimensional III-V semiconductors, but also enables the low-cost fabrication of free-standing nanosheet-based devices on an industrial scale.
Dimensional tunability of InAs from 1-D to 2-D
We find that the dimension of InAs can be tuned directly from 1-D nanowires to 2-D nanosheets, and even to 3-D complex crosses and the indium flux is the only determined parameter for the dimensional tunability. Figure 1a -d is the schematic illustration of InAs with the morphology tuned from a 1-D nanowire (Fig. 1a) to a 2-D nanosheet (Fig.  1b) , to a 1-D nanowire/2-D nanosheet cross (Fig. 1c) , and to double 2-D nanosheets and one 1-D nanowire crosses ( Fig. 1 d) by increasing the indium flux. Figure 1e -h shows corresponding typical transmission electron microscope (TEM) images for these different dimensional InAs nanostructures. Detailed morphology evolution process of InAs from 1-D to 2-D can be clearly observed from the samples grown at different indium fluxes (keeping the arsenic flux, growth temperature and growth time constants) on Si (111) substrates by MBE using silver as catalysts. As shown in Fig. 1i , for the sample grown with the indium flux of 2.0×10 -7 mbar, InAs nanowires are obtained on the substrate surface. Increasing the indium flux slightly up to 4.9×10 -7 mbar, sheet-like InAs nanostructures appear (Fig. 1j) . Further increasing the indium flux to 7.4×10 -7 mbar, the resulting InAs nanostructures have obvious sheet morphology (Fig. 1k) . By increasing the indium flux to 9.3×10 -7 mbar, high density and large size (length and width are both in micrometer scale) free-standing 2-D InAs nanosheets are obtained (Fig. 1l) . At last, for the sample grown with a higher indium flux, 3-D complex InAs crosses appear. InAs planar epitaxial layers form on the substrates for the samples grown with very low arsenic/indium beam equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio (see Supporting Information Section S1). It is worth noting that the density of the 2-D InAs nanosheets increases remarkably with increasing the indium flux. Because the indium flux is the only parameter for the dimensional tunability, the dimensional transformation of InAs from 1-D to 2-D, and to 3-D should originate from the same crystal growth mechanism.
Catalyst alloy segregation growth model
As we observed in Fig. 1 , the dimension of InAs can be tuned directly from 1-D nanowires to 2-D nanosheets, and to 3-D complex crosses just by tailoring the indium flux. To find out the reason for the dimensional evolution of InAs, spherical aberration-corrected (Cs-corrected) high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping were performed on the InAs samples grown with different indium fluxes using an FEI Titan G2 microscope equipped with a super-X detector. For the sample grown with the indium flux of 2.0×10 -7 mbar, TEM results further confirm the sample are nanowires. As can be seen from Fig. 2a , InAs nanowires have homogeneous diameter, and spherical catalyst alloy particles at the end of the InAs nanowires can be clearly observed. High-resolution TEM and HAADF-STEM images of the spherical catalyst alloy particle indicate that the alloy particle is fully single-crystalline (Fig. 2b,c) . EDS maps (Fig.  2e-h ) and line scan (Fig. 2d) taken at the top region of the nanowire indicate that the remaining spherical catalyst particle is composed of silver and indium, and their elemental distributions are already a little bit inhomogeneous comparing with the samples grown with lower indium fluxes (see Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). As shown in Fig. 2i , increasing the indium flux slightly up to 4.9×10 -7 mbar, InAs has a sheet-like morphology, which is consistent with the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 1j . It is noteworthy that the spherical catalyst alloy particle is not single-crystal any more according to the high-resolution TEM and HAADF-STEM results in Fig. 2j ,k. EDS maps (Fig. 2m-p) and line scan (Fig. 2l) taken at the top region of the InAs further indicate that the distribution of the silver atoms becomes inhomogeneous. Figure 2q is a typical TEM image of an InAs nanosheet grown with the indium flux of 7.4×10 -7 mbar. From the high-resolution TEM and HAADF-STEM results in Fig. 2r ,s, we can see that the catalyst alloy particle is polycrystalline and the inhomogeneous distribution of the silver atoms in the catalyst alloy is more obvious. This phenomenon can be further confirmed by EDS maps (Fig. 2u-x ) and the line scan (Fig. 2t ). For the sample grown with the indium flux of 7.4×10 -7 mbar or higher, pure silver nanoparticles segregate from the catalyst alloy of InAs, and they can be clearly observed and detected from the STEM images and EDS point analysis (see Supporting Information Section S2). For the samples grown with a lager indium flux, thin indium shells form on the surface of catalyst alloy particles and InAs nanosheets (Fig.  2h,p,x) , which confirm that the indium-rich condition plays an important role in the dimensional transformation of InAs.
Because the indium-rich condition is the only requirement for the catalyst alloy segregation as well as the dimensional evolution of InAs from 1-D to 2-D, the catalyst alloy segregation process appeared in the samples grown with different indium fluxes (Fig. 2a-x Fig. 3a , the sample grown for 2.5 min, the InAs is the 1-D nanowires and their lengths are from several tens to 100 nm. Extending the growth time to 5 min, the length of InAs increases to about 500 nm, and the morphology of InAs is still the 1-D nanowire with a homogenous diameter (Fig. 3b ), but the droplets on the top of nanowires are very unstable (see Supporting Information Section S3). When the growth time is increased to 10 min, it can be found that the length of InAs nanowires further increases. However, the nanowires have an obviously lateral growth trend (Fig.  3c) . Further increasing the growth time to 15 min, sheet-like InAs can be observed (Fig. 3d) . For even longer growth time (40 min), larger-scale high density free-standing 2-D nanosheets are grown on the substrate ( According to above results, we believe that the dimensional evolution of InAs from 1-D to 2-D is oriented from the catalyst alloy segregation under an indium-rich growth condition. The schematic demonstration of the catalyst alloy segregation process under the indium-rich condition is given in Fig. 3g -o. First, if InAs grown under an indium-poor growth condition or located at the initial stage of the growth as shown in Fig. 3a (the value of indium flux is smaller than that can produce an unstable droplet), the morphology is 1-D nanowire with a single crystal spherical silver-indium alloy droplet on its top (Fig. 3g) . At this growth condition, the interface between nanowire and catalyst alloy nanoparticle is sharp as that in the III-V semiconductor nanowires seeded by other metals 18, 19 due to the isotropical growth of the nanowires. Then, when the growth atmosphere of InAs is gradually becoming indium-rich by increasing the indium flux (or increasing the growth time in a large indium flux), the silver-indium alloy droplet will become unstable and the distribution of the silver atoms becomes inhomogeneous (Fig. 3h) . As soon as the indium-rich growth condition reaches, the silver-indium alloy droplet starts segregation and the morphology of InAs evolves from 1-D nanowire to 2-D nanosheet gradually due to the anisotropical growth caused by catalyst alloy segregation (Fig. 3i) . As the growth and segregation proceeds, the silver-indium alloy droplet finishes segregation and the segregated silver droplet can migrate to the substrate surface as shown in Fig. 3j (If silver droplet migrates onto the surface of nanosheet, the sample will transform from 1-D nanowires to 3-D complex crosses, see Supporting Information Section S6). The interface between 2-D nanosheet and the catalyst alloy nanoparticle is not sharp any more owing to the above anisotropical growth. After that, the silver-indium alloy droplet on the 2-D nanosheet becomes unstable, and the segregated silver droplet seeds a new InAs nanowire growth ( Fig. 3k and Fig. S10 ). As the growth continues, the silver-indium alloy droplet on the 2-D nanosheet starts segregation again, and the silver-indium alloy droplet on the new 1-D InAs nanowire also becomes unstable (Fig. 3l) . Next, as can be seen from Fig. 3m , the silver-indium alloy droplet on the 2-D nanosheet finishes segregation and the segregated silver droplet can also migrate to the substrate surface. The silver-indium alloy droplet on the new 1-D InAs nanowire also starts segregation and the morphology of the new InAs evolves from 1-D nanowire to 2-D nanosheet gradually. After that, silver-indium alloy droplets continuously undergo the same segregation process shown in Fig. 3g -m and high density 2-D InAs nanosheets (Fig. 3n,o) form on the substrate. The catalyst alloy segregation takes place in all the samples grown with different V/III BEP ratios as long as the growth condition is indium-rich. For samples grown under the same large indium flux with different growth time, the growth condition will also become indium-rich more and more with the increasing of the growth time. The more the indium-rich condition, the faster the segregation process. That is why we have observed the dimension of InAs can be tuned directly from 1-D to 2-D, and the density of the 2-D InAs nanosheets both increase remarkable with increasing indium flux ( Fig. 1 ) and growth time (Fig. 3) . With continuing the segregation process, the volume of the droplets deduces gradually. Thus, very thin 2-D InAs nanosheets can be obtained in our samples.
Generality and scope of catalyst alloy segregation crystal growth
We find that the tuning the dimension of the low-dimensional III-V semiconductors by the catalyst alloy segregation is a general method. For example, we can realize the dimensional tunability of InAs from 1-D to 2-D using 'catalyst alloy segregation' with a two-step growth procedure. In the so-called two-step growth process, InAs nanowires are firstly grown on the substrate with silver as catalysts (Fig. 4a,b) , and then tuning the growth conditions to 'indium-rich' (after InAs nanowire growth, increasing the indium flux to a large value and keeping other parameters constant) to ensure that the catalyst alloy segregation can happen. As shown in Fig. 4c-i , once the catalyst alloy segregation happens, the morphology of InAs will evolve from 1-D nanowire to 2-D nanosheet with the same process described in Fig. 3g-o. Figure 4m Fig. 4j ) and 7.0 (Fig. 4k) . The density and size of the former are obvious larger than the later owing to the larger indium flux used, which is consistent with the results obtained directly on the Si substrates in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 4o , 2-D InAs nanosheets can also be observed on the substrate for the sample grown with a higher temperature (525℃, Fig. 4l ). To exclude the possibility of the 2-D InAs nanosheets are obtained from lateral VS growth owing to the possible axial growth stopped by the growth condition variation, the second-step growth has been carried out on the InAs nanowires with short length (e.g. InAs nanowires grown with 10 min and 15 min), and it is found that the high density and large size 2-D InAs nanosheets can still be obtained (see Supporting Information Section S7).
Another very important characteristic for the 'catalyst segregation crystal growth' is that wafer-scale free-standing 2-D InAs nanosheets can be realized by this method on various substrates with different size including Si, MgO, sapphire and GaAs etc. Figure 5a -d shows the typical top view substrate images taken before and after sample grown on the 2 inch p-type Si (111), 2 cm  2 cm MgO (100) and 2 inch polished and 3 inch unpolished sapphire (0001) substrates, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5a , Si (111) substrate has a clean surface (like a mirror) before the 2-D InAs nanosheet growth. In contrast, the substrate has a very homogenous black surface after sample growth. MgO (Fig. 5b) and sapphire (Fig. 5c,d ) substrates are transparent before the sample growth, while they are all homogenous black in color after sample growth. Interestingly, 2-D InAs nanosheets are not sensitive to the substrates surface, as can be seen from Fig. 5c and Fig.  5d , samples grown on the polished and unpolished sapphire (0001) substrates both have homogenous color. Detailed high amplified SEM images indicate that 2-D InAs nanosheets have very homogeneous density and distribution in the different area of all these substrates (Supporting Information Section S8). Here, the dimensional tunability of wafer-scale InAs from 1-D to 2-D at various substrates with different size can be expected substantially to reduce the cost of producing high-quality low-dimensional InAs and may enable the low-cost fabrication of InAs-based devices on an industrial scale.
Thickness-modulated and phase purity of 2-D InAs nanosheets
The thickness of the 2-D InAs nanosheets is determined by the diameter of the 1-D InAs nanowires. For the 2-D InAs nanosheets obtained directly on the substrates as mentioned above, the thickness of the 2-D InAs nanosheets can be tuned by the silver catalyst diameter. Very thin 2-D InAs nanosheets with thickness less than 10 nm can be evolved from the ultrathin 1-D InAs nanowires. In contrast, the thick 2-D InAs nanosheets with thickness large than 100 nm can be obained from the large diameter 1-D InAs nanowires. For the 2-D InAs nanosheets grown with the two-step growth procedure, their thickness can be tuned with the same way (see Supporting Information Section S9).
As to the crystal structure of the 2-D InAs nanosheets, the nanosheets are composed of a mixture of wurtzite (WZ) and zinc-blende (ZB) segments (Fig. 2j,r,k,s) as reported in most III-V 1-D nanowires and 2-D nanomembranes grown with a bottom-up manner 20, 16 . These effects might have an impact on the nanosheets' optical and electrical properties and may pose problems in future nano-electronic devices due to electron scattering at stacking faults or twin planes 21, 22 . Careful control of the structure of III-V nano-materials will improve the success of future devices, including heterostructure devices. In our work, 2-D InAs nanosheets can be well grown with a large substrate temperature range (see Supporting Information Section S10). Luckily, we find that phase pure 2-D InAs nanosheets can be achieved by only varying the growth temperature. Figure 6 are the typical TEM images of InAs nanosheets grown at different temperatures. For nanosheets grown at 475 ℃ (Fig. 6a) , the structure is a mixture of WZ and ZB phases. As shown in Fig. 6b-d , stacking faults and twin defects can be clearly observed from the HRTEM images taken from top and side regions in the nanosheet. In Fig. 6e-h , it is observed that the density of single stacking faults is obviously reduced for the nanosheet grown at 475 ℃. Further increasing the growth temperature to 525 ℃ (Fig. 6i) , we can see that the density of stacking faults is strongly reduced. The number of the stacking faults is countable using the dark-field TEM (Fig. 6j) and HRTEM images (Fig. 6k,l) . At high growth temperatures (545 ℃), selected area electron diffraction (SAED, Fig. 6q-t) patterns and HRTEM images (Fig. 6o,p) confirm that nanosheets have high crystal-quality with only one or nearly no stacking faults and other defects along their entire length (see Supporting Information Section S11). Our results are accordance with the previous report on a high growth temperature coupled with a low V/III BEP ratio (indium-rich condition) produced pure WZ nanowires free of stacking faults 23 . We find that the V/III BEP ratio (indium flux in this work) is not very sensitive to the crystal-quality of the 2-D InAs nanosheets. As shown in Fig. 2 , the structures are all composed with WZ and ZB mixture phases with the indium fluxes increasing from 4.9×10 -7 mbar to 9.3×10 -7 mbar. To our surprising, if we further increasing the indium flux to 1.1×10 -6 mbar (V/III=5.4), the crystal-quality can be much improved even for the sample grown at a low temperature (505 ℃, see Supporting Information Section 12). Phase purity achieved without sacrificing important specifications of size and dopant level opens new possibilities for engineering nanosheet devices, without restrictions on nanosheet size or doping.
Electrical and optical properties of 2-D InAs nanosheets
In order to access the electronic properties of the grown InAs nanosheets, we have performed transport measurements on nanosheet devices. It is noted that in this paper we have measured three kinds of devices labeled as A, B and C, in which the used InAs nanosheets are grown in three different conditions. For A devices, InAs nanosheets are grown at 455 ℃ with a V/III BEP ratio of 6.3. For B devices, the growth temperature is increased to 545 ℃ and the V/III BEP ratio is fixed at 6.3. For C devices, InAs nanosheets are grown at 505 ℃ with a V/III BEP ratio of 5.4. Figure 7a shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of device B-01. In the device, the source and drain electrodes are fabricated by depositing 5-nm titanium and 90-nm gold. Details about the fabrication processes and device geometries are shown in Supporting Information Section 13. As shown in Fig. 7b, a bias voltage Vsd is applied on the source with drain grounded and the carrier density in InAs nanosheet is tuned by back-gate voltage Vg. Figure 7c shows the output characteristic curves of device B-01 at different back-gate voltages at T=2 K. The linear output curves indicate that the device possesses ohmic contact between electrodes and nanosheet even at a low temperature. Figure 7d depicts transfer characteristic curves of device B-01 with Vsd=10 mV at different temperatures. The device behaves as a typical n-type field-effect transistor. We find that with decreasing temperature the transconductance becomes steeper implying that electron mobility is improved. By fitting the transfer characteristic curves (see details in Supporting Information Section 13), we can extract field-effect mobility of the InAs nanosheet devices as shown in Fig. 7e . By comparing A devices with B devices, we find that B devices possess much higher electron mobility globally at all accessible temperatures, indicating that the InAs nanosheets of B devices possess much higher crystalline quality than that of A devices. The results are consistent with TEM and SAED results of Fig.  6 that increasing growth temperature can improve the crystalline quality of InAs nanosheets. In Fig. 7e , we observe that at room temperature the electron mobility of B devices is about ~2000 cm 2 /V•s, much larger than other un-capsuled two-dimensional material such as layered MoS2 24 and black phosphorus 25 . At T=10 K, the electron mobility of B devices can reach to ~7000 cm 2 /V•s, almost as high as InSb nanosheets 26 . Besides, in Fig. 7e we find that the mobility of C devices is nearly close even if not as high as that of B devices, implying that the crystalline quality of InAs nanosheets grown at low temperature can be improved by further reducing the V/III BEP ratio, which is consistent the TEM results in Supporting Information Section 12. Such high-quality 2-D nanosheets can work as a building block for constructing scalable high-performance nano-electronic and quantum devices in the future.
Time-resolved THz spectroscopy (TRTS) is selectively sensitive to photoconductivity of the samples, which is propotional to the product of mobility and concentration of photo-generated charges. Consequently, TRTS kinetics can be used to analyse carrier recombination processes as well as mobility dynamics. In planar InAs, electron mobility is significantly higher than that of holes 27, 28 , thus we presume that photoconductivity is mainly arising from photogenerated electrons. In InAs nanosheets, the photoconductivity (∆) dynamics can be described by the following rate equation 29 :
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where µe(t) is the electron mobility, N is the concentration of electrons, A and  are the rates of the Auger and bi-molecular recombination, respectively and 1/τe-trap is the electron trapping rate. TRTS kinetics of InAs nanosheets with varied growth temperatures were measured by the setup described in In high crystallinity semiconductors, electron mobility does not change with time, thus the variation of the lifetime is caused by different charge trapping. Therefore, slower decay of photoconductivity can be attributed to the reduced trap density in the nanosheets with increasing growth temperature. In 2-D InAs nanosheets, both the surface and bulk traps can contribute to the electron trapping processes. To understand the nature of traps, we examined SEM and TEM of the samples. From SEM, we find that the overall geometric structure of nanosheets grown at 475 ℃, 505 ℃ and 525 ℃ are similar. Accordingly, we would expect similar surface trap density of samples with varied growth temperatures, and TRTS decays are most likely dominated by electron bulk traps, which decrease with increasing sample growth temperature. These results agree with TEM measurements above.
Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate a new and general strategy to realizing the wafer-scale dimensional tunability of low-dimensional III-V semiconductors.
Wafer-scale free-standing 2-D InAs nanosheets with controlled dimensions, a high degree of crystallinity and outstanding electrical and optical properties have been obtained using MBE by the catalyst alloy segregation. The catalyst alloy segregation can be used to tune the InAs from 1-D nanowires to 2-D nanosheets, and even to 3-D complex crosses. The wafer-scale free-standing 2-D InAs nanosheets can be grown on various substrates including Si, MgO, sapphire and GaAs etc. The phase purity of 2-D InAs nanosheets can be achieved for the sample grown at high temperature. These pure phase single crystal InAs nanosheets have a high electron mobility and a long time-resolved THz kinetics lifetime. Although in this work we have respectively focused on InAs and silver as the semiconductor and catalyst, other compound semiconductors and metal catalysts could be explored in the future. The proposed nanosheet growth mechanism could be general to many materials. The reported wafer-scale and potentially high throughput method can be expected substantially to reduce the cost of producing high-quality nanosheets and may enable the low-cost fabrication of nanosheet-based devices on an industrial scale. At the moment our results cannot be fully explained by the existing literature, and we expect these results to inspire the development of new theoretical models.
Methods
All InAs nanostructures were grown in a solid source MBE system (VG 80) using silver as seed particles. For catalyst deposition, we used a silver effusion cell attached to the III-V growth chamber.
This configuration enabled us to deposit the catalyst on a chemically clean surface and at the same time to control the substrate temperature and monitor the deposition process with reflection high-energy electron diffraction. The conventional one step catalyst annealing process was used to generate silver nanoparticles as reported in our previous work 30 .
Commercial p-type Si (111), MgO (100), polished and unpolished sapphire (0001) and GaAs (100) were used as the substrates. Before loading the substrates into the MBE chamber, they were cleaned and treated using different methods to remove the surface 
